COLLECTIONS OF CORRESPONDENCE AND MANUSCRIPT DOCUMENTS

NAME OF COLLECTION: Ronald FIRBANK Manuscripts & letters

SOURCE: Purchase: 1971 (202068); 1977 (09777F); 1978 (677420); 293-12/22/86; 297-12/16/86; 297-12/22/86; 293-3 June 1992

SUBJECT: The life and works of Ronald Firbank

DATES COVERED: 1896 - 1976 NUMBER OF ITEMS: ca 275

STATUS: (check appropriate description)
Cataloged: x Listed: Arranged: x Not organized:

CONDITION: (give number of vols., boxes, or shelves)
Bound: Boxed: six Stored:

LOCATION: (Library) Rare Book & Manuscript CALL-NUMBER Ms Coll/ Firbank
Ms Coll/ Firbank/Fletcher

RESTRICTIONS ON USE None

DESCRIPTION: Correspondence, manuscripts, photographs, art work and printed material of and concerning Ronald Firbank, 1886-1926, English novelist, dramatist and essayist. Included are 9 letters from poet Alfred Douglas, 7 from artist Albert Rutherston, 4 from Rollo Talboys, then schoolmaster at Wellington College, and 42 letters from Firbank himself to his publisher, Grant Richards and his manager George Wiggins. There are 4 letters from his mother, Lady Harriet, to the publisher, and 1 letter from his father, Joseph Thomas Firbank, while serving in the House of Commons, 1897. Manuscripts include drafts and notebooks for his works: The artificial princess, A discipline from the country, The rythum, Prancing nigger, The Princess Zoubaroff, True love, and Vain-glory. There is an inscribed photograph of Firbank from 1904; a pen-and-ink drawing by C.R.W. Nevinson used as a book illustration; and Albert Rutherston's watercolor drawing for the dust jacket of Firbank's novel, Inclinations (London, 1916). There is also cataloged correspondence and manuscripts collected by Ifan Kyrle Fletcher for his book, Ronald Firbank; a memoir... (London, 1930).

SEE ALSO: 5 notebooks for Firbank's The flower beneath the foot in the Ms Coll/JH Samuels
Benkovitz, Miriam J., A bibliography of Ronald Firbank (London, 1963)

See other side for a list of the Collection.
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